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Who is the best at

building leaders
and why.

This report uses data from the Aon Hewitt Top Companies for Leaders®
Study to highlight best practices in leadership development.

T

he Top Companies for Leaders®
study is the most comprehensive
longitudinal study of talent
management and leadership practices
around the globe. Data is gathered
from participating companies using a
detailed online questionnaire. From those
submissions, finalists are identified and
hundreds of interviews are conducted with
senior line and HR executives. A panel of
expert judges then determines the global
and regional winners based on their
responses to the survey questionnaire and
interviews as well as financial and other
publicly available information.

and suppliers, and creating new store
marketing strategies. Within two years
they had retreated, closing stores and
trying to regain market share in previously
strong areas.

Data from this study enables us to identify
emerging talent management best
practices by comparing the practices of
companies around the globe on hundreds
of data points.

This research report uses data from the
Aon Hewitt Top Companies for Leaders®
study to highlight best practices in
leadership development and to help
organizations understand how to build
leadership capability that will enable
strategy execution.

Several years ago, we worked with a major
U.S. retailer who had set ambitious growth
objectives for hundreds of new stores each
year. Optimistic for the future and excited
by the response on Wall Street, they set
about executing strategy by identifying
appropriate locations, negotiating with
construction vendors, local governments,

They had neglected to lay the human
capital foundation needed for their growth
strategy—the critical importance of the
store manager to the success of the store
had been overlooked and the challenges of
identifying and developing store managers
who could provide the kind of customer
experience that brought customers in and
kept them coming back had not been part
of the planning process.

If you have questions regarding the content
of this report, please contact us at
rblmail@rbl.net

While talent management has come a long way in the last twenty
years, the challenges presented by globalization, automation,
consolidation, and conglomeration require continual innovation.

Leadership Matters
Since the “war for talent” popularized the importance of talent as a critical
business issue, organizations have been focused on identifying the best
ways to invest in human capital. While many important innovations have
happened over the last twenty years, the data from this round of research
show that the effects of globalization, automation, consolidation, and
conglomeration conspire to create ongoing challenges.

When asked to identify the top 5 talent issues that will have the greatest impact on achieving business
objectives over the next 1 to 3 years, the three most pressing concerns across all respondents were:

1

2

3

Change in demand for
talent and skills required
for success

Pace of talent development
does not match speed of
growth initiatives

Insufficient number of
ready-now leaders

80%
51%

Global Top Companies Responses

64%

49%

52%

45%

All Other Global Companies
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Top Companies Get Better
Leadership Results
The integrated and business-based approach to leadership development
of Top Companies yields better results. They are more likely to attract and
retain the leaders who generate enthusiasm and results.

Where are you experiencing significant retention pressures?

31%
12%

40%

43%
16%

Senior
Management

Middle
Management

20%

Front-Line
Management

To what extent would you agree with the following statements?

How successful is your organization in attracting the

4.56

quality leadership talent you need to thrive?

3.96
We have a strong group of leaders that create high

4.70

engagement levels among their direct reports and
others they interact with in our organization

3.94
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Which of the following phrases best describes your organization’s leaders, on
average, in driving business results?
Top Companies

All Others

Enthusiastic Supporter

88%

58%

Competent Manager

12%

36%

Inconsistent Participant

0%

6%

Reluctant Administrator

0%

0%

6%

12%
Top
Companies

36%

All Others

58%

88%

Top Companies also have deeper
benches. They have successor
pools for early career and front-line
management positions that generate
the strongest recruits, are more likely
to fill senior management positions
with internal candidates, and have
significantly more successors slated
for a typical position at all levels
in the organization. In short, they
have the talent pipelines they need
for the future at all levels in their
organizations.

The organization currently has a sufficient talent pipeline at
the following levels to be successful in the future:

CEO

Senior management

Middle management

Front line management

Other critical positions

Global Top Companies Responses

4.54
3.86
4.42
3.85
4.29
3.77
4.17
3.69
3.96
3.47

All Other Global Companies
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Top companies are focused on building a leadership brand
that dintinguishes their organization in the market and creates
competitive advantage.

Top Companies are Better at
Building Leadership Brand
The rapidly changing pace of the world around us and the drive for faster
growth is creating continued and accelerating pressure on organizations
to find, grow, and keep the talent they need to deliver business results
investors and customers expect.

Faced with the challenges of how best to

building leadership as an organizational

respond to technological innovations and

capability that creates competitive

geo-political, demographic, economic,

advantage. Leadership Brand exists when

and environmental shifts, the ability to

customers and investors perceive that your

recruit, develop, retain, and promote the

organization has built a superior capability

best leaders is a significant competitive

to competitors to develop leaders who will

advantage. Top Companies are building

deliver the right results the right way now

Leadership Brand by ensuring they

and in the future. The following six elements

have all the elements that contribute to

operationalize that brand.

Start Here

Ensure
reputation

Build a
business case
for leadership

1
6

2
BRAND

®

ARCHITECTURE

5
Invest in leaders
and leadership

Agree on
what leaders
must do

RBL LEADERSHIP

Measure leaders
and leadership

3
4

Assess leaders
and leadership
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ELEMENT #1

Business Case
Everyone in Top Companies understands the connection between quality of leadership and business results.
Because they understand its importance, they have defined a leadership/talent strategy to make the aspiration come
to life. They also keep a critical eye on the status of their human capital, including selecting leadership metrics as part
of the business indicators they monitor and integrating workforce talent planning with business planning cycles.

To what extent would
you agree with the
following statements?

Our leadership/talent strategy is clearly defined

4.88
4.23

Our business planning includes a review of our
existing and future leadership and talent needs

4.80
4.31

Our overall organizational performance includes
specific leadership metrics

4.60
3.99
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ELEMENT #2

Agreement

on What Leaders Must Know, Be, and Do
Top Companies are clear about what their leaders need to do to deliver on stakeholder expectations. They have
clear employee value propositions and distinctive brands in the market. They have aligned around a single model of
what leaders at their company must know, be, and do and build talent systems to reinforce that message and create
consistency for employees and customers.

100%

Does your organization utilize a defined
leadership competency model or other formal
description of leadership high performance?
Top Companies

All Others

Yes

100%

83%

No

0%

17%

To what extent does your
organization integrate its
leadership competencies
into the following practices?

17 %

Top
Companies

All Others

increase

83%

Top Companies

All Others

Recruiting leaders from outside the company

4.76

4.16

Selecting leaders from within the company

4.72

4.42

High potential (or equivalent) identification

4.84

4.45

Performance planning and reviews

4.28

4.40

360-degree feedback for development

4.60

4.43

Promotion decisions

4.60

4.30

Leadership development

4.92

4.63

Leadership assessment

4.80

4.48
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ELEMENT #3

Assess
Top Companies assess individuals and talent practices to identify opportunities for improvement. They use
assessments in a more targeted way and follow up more effectively—focused on driving behavior changes and
making better talent decisions.

To what extent would
you agree with the
following statements?

The quality of talent has improved as a
result of our assessment practices

4.36
3.92

Our use of assessments has allowed us
to make more objective talent decisions

4.40
4.04

The results of the assessment are used to
inform development plans

4.72
4.29

We have seen positive changes in leaders’
behavior following assessments

4.48
4.10

Corresponding to that focus, the assessment practices of Top Companies are more likely to be explicitly aligned with
the business strategy and measured by their ability to resource business priorities.

Which of the following does your
organization use to formally measure
the effectiveness of your assessment
process?

81%
56%

43%
22%

Ability to fill key positions
/bench strength

Ability to resource growth
initiatives (e.g., expansion in
new markets)
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Assessment practices in succession planning/talent review processes
are not really differentiated. Most companies are still looking for innovative
ways to realiably define and then assess potential.

ELEMENT #4

Invest
Top Companies invest more time and money in more development activities for more leaders. They are more likely
to have more robust development processes for leaders at all levels. They are more likely to have invested in those
processes to integrate and align them with the business strategy and with one another. And they are less likely to
lack the resources (time and money) needed to develop leaders.

Does your organization have formal
processes to educate and develop
leaders at any of the following levels?

100%

100%
78%

Senior
Management

100%

100%

86%

83%

Middle
Management

Front line
Management

76%

High
Potentials

Select the challenges your
organization faces in developing
leadership talent.

33%
4%
Lack of accountability
for developing leaders

29%
4%

4%

Inconsistent execution
of programs and
practices

40%

29%

Lack of resources
(e.g., people, time,
money) dedicated to
development practices

Global Top Companies Responses

8%
Lack of leader’s
time to dedicate to
development

All Other Global Companies
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ELEMENT #5

Measure
Top Companies know that measuring and monitoring drives continued improvement. They measure more and
create measurement strategies that go beyond measuring the individual processes independently. They are looking
to see whether the result of the individual processes and efforts are creating leadership capability and enabling
faster, better execution of business strategy.

96%
Which of the following does your
organization use to formally measure
effectiveness of leadership objectives?

62%

Strength of leadership pipeline

87%
Which of the following does
your organization use to formally
measure the effectiveness of your
succession management process?

65%

Ability to fill key positions/bench strength
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ELEMENT #6

Ensure Reputation
Top Companies want others to understand the results of their leadership investments. They know that investors
weigh leadership in valuing companies and that top talent wants to be managed well and developed fast. They
deliberately communicate their accomplishments to create continuing advantage.

To what extent would
you agree with the

Our organization has a strong reputation in
the marketplace for cultivating talent

following statements?

4.88
4.00

Leadership is almost as important as industry favorableness or firm
performance in investing decisions.
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Leadership
Matters.
While organizations still struggle with
some common challenges—making
development plans happen, meaningfully
evaluating potential, continuing to find
the right talent and being able to get
that talent in the right place, etc.—Top
Companies have created some powerful
results that give them a competitive
advantage in the marketplace.
As they look towards a future of narrowing
availability of high-skill workers and
greater global market and workforce
integration, they are better positioned to
continue to deliver results stakeholders
value into the future.

For more information:
See related offerings.
To view RBL offerings
related to the content of
this report, click below.
LEADERSHIP & TALENT

or

Send us an email.
Find out how we can help
you build better leadership
capability.

rblmail@rbl.net
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